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The UVM Primer uses simple, runnable code examples, accessible analogies, and an easy-to-read

style to introduce you to the foundation of the Universal Verification Methodology. You will learn the

basics of object-oriented programming with SystemVerilog and build upon that foundation to learn

how to design testbenches using the UVM. Use the UVM Primer to brush up on your UVM

knowledge before a job interview to be able to confidently answer questions such as "What is a

uvm_agent?" , "How do you use uvm_sequences?", and "When do you use the UVM's factory." The

UVM Primer's downloadable code examples give you hands-on experience with real UVM code.

Ray Salemi uses online videos (on uvmprimer.com) to walk through the code from each chapter and

build your confidence. Read The UVM Primer today and start down the path to the UVM.Â 
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I had been looking for a book that walked me from a testbench originally written in Verilog and how

to evolve it to Systemverilog written in the Universal Verification Methodology (UVM) style. The



writing in this primer is easily understood and entertaining. Support is available from the author's

website in the form of downloadable SystemVerilog source code from his website. Additional

support in the form of videos is also available on Youtube from his channel. To get the most from

this book, you should be familiar with Java since SystemVerilog classes and methods are based

heavily on Java.To fill in the necessary gaps, I would recommend "System Verilog for Verification"

by Chris Spears as a follow up book.

Very helpful in understanding how UVM is different than a simple SV based testbench. It doesn't try

to cover everything in UVM and instead focuses on just the basics - which is critical for getting a

good foundation for further UVM training. The entire book & examples can be read in a weekend,

making it valuable for quickly starting UVM work.

It is very helpful book for UVM novice. You can read it and step-by-step improve your testbench with

UVM features.But you need read more books to understand how write good VIPs and create cool

verification architectures. This book is only first step to do it.

This is a good book to learn the basics of UVM. The author takes a simple Verilog test bench and

converts it System Verilog, Object oriented Verilog and then UVM. You can see the evolution of the

test bench as it is updated. For best results, download the code and follow along on the You Tube

channel. This book will teach the terminology and give you a good overview of UVM.

okay read. the last few chapters can be written better.

It may be comprehensive but I have looked at free primers in the online which seemed much

quicker to comprehend concepts and learn

It explains why we use UVM and shows how UVM works.A very good book.

This books serves the purpose for reader new to UVM and has a great explanation of OOP using

SystemVerilog and out-of-the box analogy beyond electronics which really help me understand

things better.I would recommend to those who wanted to learn UVM quickly.
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